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About OASIS OPEN

One of the most respected, member-driven global standards bodies, OASIS 
offers projects—including open source projects—a path to standardization 
and de jure approval for reference in international policy and procurement in 
Europe and globally 

OASIS is committed to Open Standards & Open Source. Its broad technical 
agenda and open process encompasses cybersecurity, privacy, cryptography, 
cloud computing, IoT–any initiative for developing code, APIs, specifications, 
reference implementations or standards  can find a home at OASIS.

OASIS is an accredited standards consortium in the EU MSP.



Open standards and free 
and open source software 
("FOSS") need each 
other. They are 
complementary. 

• They both enjoy the collaborative 
"many eyes" benefits of security and 
quality review.

• Today we increasingly use common 
collaborative tools such as Git and JIRA 
or similar so technical hurdles to 
participate are low.

• Both permit parties to create and offer 
free and commercial adjacent products 
and services.



Open source needs open standards:

• Established SDOs like OASIS have tried and tested licensing and process 
rules that reinforce trust. 

• A stronger and longer track record with SDO secretariats and cooperation 
means stability, often better dispute resolution, and in many cases better 
protection and experience against dominant vendor lock-in risk. 

• Procurement, e-government processes, and the WTO already understand 
and appreciate open standards ground rules. 

• Proven stable hosting and lifecycle support in well-formed SDOs means 
open standards once issued do not "just disappear."



Open standards needs open source.

• And we always have done, for 20 years: ebXML, SAML, UBL, ODF. For OASIS,  
our biggest open data successes almost always have been powered by open 
source tools, allowing validation, testing, improvement and experimentation 
from a broad variety of users.

• Open source licenses allow for easier, low-friction contributions from a 
wider variety of stakeholders familiar with that environment.

• FOSS communities and the open structure of contributions often bring more 
user experience ("UX") and agility into the mix.



OASIS – beyond Open Standards….

• May  2019 OASIS introduced the Open Projects Programme to bridge 
Open Source and Open Standards Development

• After two years working with core IPR experts, OASIS developed a set of 
rules and tools that preserves OASIS' stable process and fair, vendor-neutral 
hosting, but also accommodates the use of common open source licenses, 
including in work that can be eligible for de jure standardization via ISO/ITU



OASIS’s “Secret Sauce”

• Clear, step-by-step process through which Free and Open Source Software 
(“FOSS”) contributions may be integrated into OASIS Standards.

• Flexible organizational framework that accommodates projects big and 
small.

• Thoughtful balancing of company/member needs with developer 
communities to create alignment and foster innovation. 



Open Projects
Licensing
and IPR

 Project Governing Board selects an 
open source license from several OSI-
approved and Creative Commons 
options.

 Contributors of substantive content 
sign a CLA that includes patent non-
assertion covenants.

 Code contributors grant non-exclusive 
license to others. They retain all rights 
to use their work in other projects.

 PGB members also make non-assert 
promises to all final outputs, as well as 
their own contributions.



Some 
examples of 
OASIS Open 
Projects

Embracing the common goals 
of communities with the 
structure of an international 
standards organisation



Open Services for Lifecycle Collaboration

• Former OASIS Technical Committee; wanted to leverage & engage in more open 
source work.  Found the traditional TC model was limiting its productivity due to 
rules and membership restrictions. https://open-services.net/

• Re-chartered as an OASIS Open Project in mid-2019, supported by sponsors IBM, 
Koneksys (UK), Siemens AG (Germany), & KTH Royal Institute of 
Technology(Sweden).

• Active community at work on 11 Project Draft Specifications, 3 of which already 
are moving towards OASIS Standards Track Process. 

https://open-services.net/


Open Cybersecurity Alliance
‘integrate once – reuse everywhere’

• A cooperative effort to promote & standardize API interoperability across a 
range of security products. 18+ sponsors that are leaders in cybersecurity. 
Direct-line of communication between the developer and implementer 
community is essential. http://opencybersecurityalliance.org

• The OASIS Open Projects Programme organizational framework lets project 
governance scale as the alliance grows. 

• Our structure treats Open Source contributors as important stakeholders 
and provides them optional paths for project participation (no membership 
dues required) – sustaining projects over the long-term.

http://opencybersecurityalliance.org/


In 
development …

OMF - Global coalition of cities 
launches the Open Mobility 
Foundation with OASIS – using 
open source technology to help 
cities manage products that use the 
public right-of-way, including 
shared scooters, bikes, autonomous 
vehicles, and drones.

Ethereum OASIS Open Project – in 
progress 
The Ethereum OASIS Open Project 
provides a neutral forum for diverse 
stakeholders to create high-quality 
specifications that facilitate 
Ethereum’s longevity, 
interoperability, and ease of 
integration. 

https://www.openmobilityfoundation.org/
https://github.com/ethereum/oasis-open-project


Thank you! For more information, contact 
us: 

Op-admin@oasis-open.org
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